Subpicosecond and picosecond studies of electron transfer intermediates in Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides reaction centers.
The primary electron transfer processes in isolated reaction centers of Rhodopseudomonas sphaeroides have been investigated with subpicosecond and picosecond spectroscopic techniques. Spectra and kinetics of the absorbance changes following excitation with 0.7-ps 610-nm pulses, absorbed predominantly by bacteriochlorophyll (BChl), indicate that the radical pair state P+BPh-, in which an electron has been transferred from the BChl dimer (P) to a bacteriopheophytin (BPh), is formed with a time constant no greater than 4 ps. The initial absorbance changes also reveal an earlier state, which could be an excited singlet state, or a P+BChl- radical pair. The bleaching at 870 nm produced by 7 ps excitation at 530 nm (absorbed by BPh) or at 600 nm (absorbed predominantly by BChl) shows no resolvable delay with respect to standard compounds in solution, suggesting that the time for energy transfer from BPh to P is less than 7 ps. However, the bleaching in the BPh band at 545 nm following 7-ps 600-nm excitation, exhibits an 8- to 10-ps lag with respect to standard compounds. This finding is qualitatively similar to the 35-ps delay previously observed at 760 nm by Shuvalov at al. (Shuvalov, V.A., Klevanik, A.V., Sharkov, A.V., Matveetz, Y.A. and Kryukov, P.G. (1978) FEBS Lett. 91, 135-139) when 25-ps 880-nm excitation flashes were used. A delay in the bleaching approximately equal to the width of the excitation flash can be explained in terms of the opposing effects of bleaching due to the reduction of BPh, and absorbance increases due to short-lived excited states (probably of BChl) that turn over rapidly during the flash. The decay of the initial bleaching at 800 nm produced by 7-ps 530- or 600-nm excitation flashes shows a fast component with a 30-ps time constant, in addition to a slower component having the 200-ps kinetics expected for the decay of P+BPh-. the dependence on excitation intensity of the absorbance changes due to the 30-p]s component indicate that the quantum yield of the state responsible for this step is lower than that observed for the primary electron transfer reactions. This suggests that at least part of the transient bleaching at 800 nm is due to a secondary process, possibly caused by excitation with an excessive number of photons. If the 800-nm absorbing BChl (B) acts as an intermediate electron carrier in the primary photochemical reaction, electron transfer between B and the BPh must have a time constant no greater than 4 ps.